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Pitting and crack nucleation at the early stages of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) under ultra-low elastic
load were studied. Pits initiated on the sample surface and grew faster in the thickness direction rather
than other directions. This corresponds with the stress and strain concentrations calculated using the
finite element analysis. At the ultra-low elastic stress levels it is essential for the stress corrosion cracks
to emanate from the pits/defects on the sample surface. Furthermore, the preferential SCC initiation sites
are at the shoulders, rather than at the bottoms of the surface pits/defects.
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1. Introduction neous materials, Martin et al. [27] showed that 70% of the pits
The deleterious effect of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) on the
mechanical properties of materials is well known in the nuclear
power plants, petrochemical and aerospace industries, bridges
and ships. Much effort has been dedicated to the mechanisms
and predictive approaches of this type of damage. The film rupture
model [1,2], corrosion enhanced plasticity model [3–8], and the
uniform model of environmentally-assisted cracking [9,10] have
been considered, however, successful predictive methods of SCC
are still scarce. One of the reasons is that the mechanisms of SCC
crack initiation and propagation are possibly altered in the process
of crack extension under static loading. In order to address this
important issue, our study concentrates on the correlation be-
tween pitting and crack nucleation at the early stages of SCC.

During the past decade, a consensus has been reached about
SCC cracks originating from pits for smooth samples [11–20]. Gen-
erally, when pitting precedes SCC, the fundamental steps in the
overall process include: pit initiation, pit growth and transition
from pit to crack [12]. The previous view on pit initiation is that
pits nucleate stochastically on specimen surfaces [21–23]. How-
ever, recent research has shown that the surface stoichiometric
inhomogeneities, such as oxide inclusions [24], carbide precipi-
tates [25] and sulphide inclusions [26] in stainless steel (SS), are
key factors inducing the preferential pitting initiation. For homoge-
started at strain hardened areas, resulting from mechanical polish-
ing of 304L SS samples in an aqueous chloride-containing solution.
The surface strains determine locations of the first pits on the sam-
ple surface. Besides, hydrogen can intensify the disorder of passive
films, facilitate the drop of the breakdown potential, and finally in-
crease the number of active sites for the pit formation [28–31]. It is
emphasized that these active sites usually emerge at the ferrite/
austenite interfaces, or inside the ferrite phases in duplex SS
[32]. Therefore, the corrosive environment also affects the prior
sites of pit initiation. From these points of view, pit initiation, not
stochastic, seems to be a deterministic process. For the pit growth,
deterministic models, based on the anodic dissolution kinetics,
have been developed [33–35]. Two and three-dimensional (3-D)
results demonstrated that a pit often formed a lacy metal cover,
especially at the early stages of a pit’s life [36–38], and tended to
become dish-shaped, rather than hemispherical [34]. Nevertheless,
on the basis of the autocatalysis theory in the occluded cell, a pit
has a higher dissolution rate along the pit depth direction than
other directions. Consequently, pit growth is also a controversial
issue.

When pits grow to a critical size, they transform into cracks un-
der load. Kondo and Macdonald et al. [14,39,40] proposed that the
pit depth was greater than a threshold depth for crack initiation,
and the subsequent crack growth rate should exceed the pit
growth rate. To accurately predict this transition, a finite element
(FE) method has been used to obtain stress and strain fields. Pida-
parti et al. [41–43] showed that the stress followed the defect pro-
file, with the maximum stress (below the yield strength) being at
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Fig. 1. Schematics of 316L SS single crystal specimens, where the ‘‘2, y’’ direction
and the ‘‘3, z’’ directions are the tensile direction and the thickness direction,
respectively (dimensions in mm).
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the maximum defect depth for plate specimens. Cerit [44] consid-
ered that the maximum stress (below the yield strength) occured
slightly below the pit mouth on cylindrical specimens subjected
to torsion. Turnbull and Connolly et al. [18,19,45] pointed out that
the stress (higher than the yield strength) concentrated at the pit
bottom, but the plastic strain was localized on the pit walls below
the pit mouth. Therefore, the stress and strain concentration sites
changed with the applied load. Quantitative experimental results
of pits and SCC cracks showed that 7% of cracks nucleated at the
pit bottom, 50% originated from the shoulder of the pit, and the
rest broke the pit shoulder and extended beyond the pit bottom
[16]. 3-D X-ray microtomographic images also confirm that most
of cracks developed at the pit shoulder for cylindrical specimens
stressed to 50–90% of the yield strength [15,19]. Consequently,
Turnbull and Connolly et al. [18,19] refer to the pit growth-induced
dynamic plastic strain as a possible factor determining the transi-
tion from pitting to SCC, when the stress around pits exceeds the
yield strength. Moreover, in the mixed load mode, Acuna et al.
[46] showed that cracks initiated at the zones of the maximum
principle normal stress in the pit. These results were different from
the Kondo criteria, and the further research on the transition from
pit to crack is needed.

This work aims to study whether a SCC crack emanates from a
pit under an ultra-low elastic load and how pit initiation, growth
and transition from pit to crack occur on plate sample surfaces.
First, early-stage crack and pit morphologies, obtained by different
methods, were examined to find relationships between SCC cracks
and pits, along with characteristics of pit initiation and growth.
Second, a FE method was utilized to determine the effect of the
normal stress and strain distribution on pits and SCC cracks. The
mechanisms of the initiation and growth of pitting, along with
early-stage SCC nucleation under ultra-low elastic load, are also
discussed in this paper.
Fig. 2. (a) The 1/8 model of the rod and the specimen without a pit for finite
element analysis, (b) mesh structure in the area marked by a box in (a), (c) partial
mesh structure of the specimen with a mid-thickness pit in the same area as (b), (d)
partial mesh structure of the specimen with an edge pit in the same area as (b).
2. Experiments and simulation

2.1. SCC and pitting tests

316L SS single crystals were used in this study with the follow-
ing chemical composition: C-0.007 wt.%, Cr-17.00 wt.%, Ni-
13.49 wt.%, Mo-2.54 wt.%, Mn-0.66 wt.%, Si-0.46 wt.%, P-
0.0080 wt.%, S-0.0056 wt.%, Fe-balance. The crystals were pro-
duced along the [001] direction and machined into 0.7 mm thick
specimens with circle holes 2 mm in diameter. Prior to the exper-
iments, the specimens were annealed at 1050 �C for 30 min in ar-
gon, water-quenched, ground with 2000 grit emery paper,
electrochemically thinned to about 0.5 mm in solutions containing
H3PO4, H2SO4, CrO3 and C2H6O2, degreased with acetone in an
ultrasonic cleaner and washed with deionized water. The sample
geometry is shown in Fig. 1. After the pretreatment, the samples
were placed into a glass container filled with a boiling 45wt.%
MgCl2 solution. An ultra-low nominal stress of 20 MPa, calculated
for the narrowest section (2 � 0.5mm2) perpendicular to the ‘‘2’’
direction (the tensile direction), was applied to the specimens.
All experiments were carried out under an open circuit condition,
using a weight-type constant load apparatus equipped with a cool-
ing system, two 316L SS single crystal rods and silica grips.

After the tests, each specimen was ultrasonically cleaned, first
in deionized water and then in a 5wt.% HCl + 2 g/L hexamethylene-
tetramine mixture. For the cracked specimens, early-stage SCC
crack and pit morphologies, on side surfaces perpendicular to the
‘‘3’’ direction (the thickness direction), were observed by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). Then, surface layers were removed by
mechanical polishing in order to examine the cracks and the pits
inside the samples. Afterwards, the crack and pit morphologies
on different side surfaces and different cross-sections were com-
pared, and the relationships between the cracking and the pitting
were established for the early stage of SCC. Pits and SCC cracks dis-
tributed on the plate sample surfaces parallel to the ‘‘3’’ direction
were directly observed by SEM.
2.2. Finite element analysis

ABAQUS V6.10-1 was used to investigate the effect of the nor-
mal stress and strain on pit initiation, growth and transition to
crack under an ultra-low load. To determine the trend of the stress
and strain distribution, the simulation was carried out after build-
ing 1/8 FE models of specimens with and without a pit, as shown in
Fig. 2. The initial pit was embedded into the mid-thickness or the
edge of a surface, parallel to the ‘‘3’’ direction, by rotating a
0.02 � 0.02 mm2 (the half length of the axis in the ‘‘2’’ direc-
tion � the half length of the axis in the ‘‘3’’ direction) semicircle
and cutting the specimen, as shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c), respec-
tively. For the mid-thickness pit, the half length of the axis in the
‘‘3’’ direction was changed from 0.02 mm to 0.09 mm in 0.01 mm
intervals. Since the 1.9 mm diameter 316L SS rod was directly sub-
jected to the applied stress, a quarter of the cylinder model was
built with a 1.9 mm diameter and 0.25 mm thickness, and then



Fig. 3. SEM micrographs of the Crack 1 and the pit on side surfaces and cross-sections (a) 0 lm, (b) 48 lm, (c) 68 lm, (d) 82 lm, (e) 110 lm, (f) 135 lm, (g) 197 lm and (h)
495 lm deeper than the reference surface in (a).
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interacted with the specimen by surface-to-surface elastic contact,
as shown in Fig. 2. In this model, the mesh was created using the 3-
D C3D20 elements (quadratic 20-node elements). The boundary
conditions were as follows:
x ¼ 0; ux ¼ 0
y ¼ 0; uy ¼ 0
z ¼ 0; uz ¼ 0

ð1Þ

To account for the test load, a uniform stress of 21 MPa was ap-
plied in the ‘‘2’’ direction. The Young modulus of 188 GPa and Pois-
son’s ratio of 0.3 for the 316L SS single crystal were the input
parameters for the FE model. The normal stress, S22, and the nor-
mal strain, LE22, in the ‘‘2’’ direction were used in the analysis to
characterize the elastic behavior of the material.
3. Experimental results

3.1. Early-stage SCC crack and pit morphology

SCC cracks primarily nucleated at the leftmost or rightmost
edges of the circular holes in Fig. 1. The morphologies of the
early-stage Crack 1, Crack 2 and their corresponding pits distrib-
uted on different side surfaces and different cross-sections perpen-
dicular to the sample thickness direction, are shown in Figs. 3 and
4. The side surfaces in Figs. 3(a) and 4(a) are defined as the refer-
ence planes. Crack 1 was found on each surface, as seen in
Fig. 3(a–h). In addition to the crack, the profiles of a pit were also
observed in cross-sections 82 lm, 110 lm and 135 lm deeper
than the reference plane, as seen in Fig. 3(d–f). The length of the
pit was approximately 53 lm along the sample thickness direction



Fig. 4. SEM micrographs of the Crack 2 and the pits on side surfaces and cross-sections (a) 0 lm, (b) 6 lm, (c) 47 lm, (d) 92 lm, (e) 109 lm, (f) 159 lm, (g) 213 lm, (h)
293 lm, (i) 335 lm and (j) 470 lm deeper than the reference surface in (a).
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and the maximum pit length in the sample plane direction, i.e., the
maximum pit depth, was about 10 lm. In the same way, the indi-
vidual images of each exposed surface containing Crack 2 are
shown in Fig. 4. Two pits are examined in cross-sections 92 lm,
109 lm and 293 lm deeper than the reference surface, as seen in
Fig. 4(d–e) and Fig. 4(h). Similar to Crack 1, Crack 2 passed through
the two pits. For the pit in Fig. 4(d–e), the maximum pit depth was
about 20 lm along the sample plane direction, and the length was



Fig. 5. SEM micrographs of pits, cracks and defects distributed on sample surfaces.
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more than 17 lm in the sample thickness direction. As a conse-
quence, the above findings obtained by removing the surface layers
reveal that the two cracks passed through their corresponding pits,
distributed on the cross-sections tens to hundreds of micrometers
deeper than the reference planes, and the length of some pits in the
sample thickness direction was larger than the pit depth along the
sample plane direction.

Next, early-stage SCC crack and pit morphologies on sample
surfaces are shown in Fig. 5. It is found that Pit 1 was located near
Fig. 6. Distribution of (a) the normal stresses, S22, and (b) the normal strains, LE22,
on a side surface of the specimen without a pit.

Fig. 7. Distribution of (a) the normal stresses, S22, and (b) the normal strains, LE22,
on the arc surface without a pit, (c) S22 and LE22 distributed along the paths.
the sample mid-thickness, rather than at the edge of the sample.
The pit length along the sample thickness direction was larger than
that perpendicular to the thickness direction. However, Pit 2 was at
the edge, and the length in different directions was almost equal.
23 Pits, from 50 lm to 200 lm in size, were investigated, and 14
of them were asymmetric, with the larger length along the sample
thickness direction. Namely, most of the pits grew faster along the
sample thickness direction under the ultra-low constant load.
Early-stage SCC cracks are also seen in Fig. 5. Two through-thick-
ness cracks separately divided Pit 1 and Pit 2 into two parts, and
a microcrack nucleated at the shoulder of a similar pitting defect.
Therefore, it is possible for the cracks and the microcrack to ema-
nate from the pits/defects at the early stages of SCC at the ultra-low
stress levels.



Fig. 8. Distribution of (a) the normal stresses, S22, and (b) the normal strains, LE22,
on the arc surface with a mid-thickness pit, (c) S22 and LE22 distributed along the
paths.

Fig. 9. Distribution of (a) the normal stresses, S22, and (b) the normal strains, LE22,
on the arc surface with an edge pit, (c) S22 and LE22 distributed along the paths.
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3.2. Stress and strain distribution

A FE method was used to evaluate the normal stresses, S22, and
the normal strains, LE22, distributed on specimens with and with-
out a pit. As seen in Fig. 6(a) and (b), the peak values of S22 and
LE22 simultaneously appeared at the leftmost edge of the semi-cir-
cle hole, 41.7 MPa and 0.022%, respectively, which were in the elas-
tic range. However, based on Fig. 7(a) and (b), this kind of the
elastic stress and strain concentration was transferred from the
leftmost edge to the sample mid-thickness. A path was created
from the leftmost edge to the sample mid-thickness in the ‘‘3’’
direction and S22, as well as LE22 at the sample mid-thickness were
42.8 MPa and 0.023%, respectively, slightly higher than at the
leftmost edge, as shown in Fig. 7(c). Then, an initial pit was embed-
ded into the mid-thickness or the leftmost edge of the sample,
shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. As seen in Figs. 8(a) and (b)
and 9(a) and (b), the maximum values of S22 and LE22 emerged at
the pit shoulders, rather than at the bottom of the two pits. The
pit shoulder is at the pit mouth, different from the plastic strain
concentration zone below the pit mouth due to the cylindrical
sample shape [18,19,45]. Calculated numerically, S22 and LE22 at
the shoulder of the mid-thickness pit were 51.6 MPa and 0.027%,
respectively, and their corresponding values at the pit bottom were
39.9 MPa and 0.020%, as shown in Fig. 8(c). For the edge pit, S22 and
LE22 at the pit shoulder, were 50.2 MPa and 0.026%, respectively,
about 1.3 times larger than those at the pit bottom, as shown in
Fig. 9(c). Further, the growth of the mid-thickness pit was



Fig. 10. Variation of the normal stresses, S22, and the normal strains, LE22, at the pit
shoulders VS the half length of the mid-thickness pit axis in the ‘‘3’’ direction.

Fig. 11. The whole process of pitting and early-stage SCC initiation on a surface
parallel to the thickness direction under an ultra-low load: (a) a pit nucleus forms at
the mid-thickness of the surface parallel to the thickness direction, (b) the pit grows
fast along the thickness direction, which leads to the formation of the long pit, and
(c) SCC cracks preferentially initiate at two pit shoulders.
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investigated when the applied stress was kept constant. The half
length of the semi-ellipse axis in the ‘‘3’’ direction was changed
from 0.02 mm to 0.09 mm with 0.01 mm intervals. The results in
Fig. 10 indicate that S22 and LE22 at the pit shoulder gradually in-
creased in the process of pit growth, and the maximum values of
S22 increased to 125.2 MPa from 51.6 MPa, while LE22 increased
to 0.061% from 0.027%. The maximum stresses and strains were
in the elastic range, known from the pit-growth induced plasticity
[18,19,45].

4. Discussion

4.1. Pit initiation and growth

Pit initiation and growth is essentially an electrochemical pro-
cess. For pit initiation, stochastic and deterministic models have
been proposed during the past decades. Experimental results show
that the pits nucleated near the mid-thickness and at the edges of
the plate sample surfaces parallel to the thickness direction under
the ultra-low elastic loading. In general, the distinction of speci-
men surface features, such as stoichiometric inhomogeneity, dif-
ferent stresses or strains and the corrosive environment are
capable of inducing the nucleation of pitting as a result of the sur-
face potential fluctuations [25–27,32]. The stress potential (E22)
and the strain potential (V22) are proportional to the stress (S22)
and the strain (LE22), respectively [47]:

E2
22 1 S2

22 ð2Þ

V2
22 1 LE2

22 ð3Þ

FE analysis indicates that both the normal stress and strain at
the mid-thickness, 42.8 MPa and 0.023%, were slightly higher than
at the edge, 41.7 MPa and 0.022%. According to Eqs. (2) and (3), this
kind of stress and strain concentration in the elastic range is able to
cause a small variation in the surface potential, less than 5%. Per-
haps, the tiny potential difference is not sufficient for pit initiation.
However, there is no absolute smooth geometric surface and the
surface fluctuations exist in all materials, including electrochemi-
cally thinned 316L SS single crystal specimens. Since the stresses
were not uniformly distributed on rough surfaces [48], it is likely
that the local stress or strain concentration at the surfaces provides
beneficial conditions for the formation of negative potential sites.
On the other hand, hydrogen and passive films significantly affect
pitting [28–31]. The local activation of the surfaces also takes place
due to hydrogen absorption and adsorption combined with passive
film rupture. Once the potential at an active site is equal to the pit
potential, Ep, a pit nucleus can be produced in a boiling 45 wt.%
MgCl2 solution. It is considered that the coupling effect of the mac-
roscopic stress and strain concentration together with the local
activation is a crucial reason determining the pits nucleation near
the mid-thickness and at the edges of the plate sample surfaces.

From the starting point, an unstable pit often grows by active
metal dissolution within the pit [33–37,43,46]. The anodic reaction
is represented by:

M ! Mnþ þ ne ð4Þ

where n is the average charge on the dissolved metal ions. For 316L
SS single crystals, the dissolution products are Fe2+, Ni2+ and Cr3+.
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On the basis of the autocatalysis theory in the occluded cell, a pit
has a higher dissolution rate along the pit depth direction than
other directions. Ernst and Davenport et al. [36–38] considered that
a pit often formed a lacy metal cover, especially at the early stages
of a pit’s life, and tended to become dish-shaped. Nevertheless,
experimental results show that the majority of the pits grew fast
along the sample thickness direction at the ultra-low stress levels,
leading to the formation of the semiellipsoid-shaped pits. Both
the maximum normal stress and strain appeared at the shoulders
and were about 1.3 times larger than those at the bottoms of the
mid-thickness pit and the edge pit. Perhaps, the stress and strain
distribution causes the prior pit growth location transfer from the
pit bottom to the pit shoulder by varying the surface potential dis-
tribution. In the light of Eqs. (2) and (3), the potential at the pit
shoulder becomes 23% lower than that at the pit bottom and the
anodic dissolution with a high rate occurs at the pit shoulder. In this
process, the normal stress and strain gradually increase around the
pit shoulder, promoting pit growth in the thickness direction. In the
end, the semiellipsoid-shaped pit forms with the larger length along
the sample thickness direction than the other directions under the
constant loading condition.
4.2. The initiation of early-stage SCC under ultra-low elastic load

Generally, a SCC crack often stems from a pit/defect on a spec-
imen surface. The early-stage SCC crack and pit morphologies ob-
tained by different methods demonstrate that the stress
corrosion cracks were related with their corresponding pits on
the surfaces parallel to the sample thickness direction at the ul-
tra-low stress levels. The cracks extended beyond the pit bottoms
and broke the pit shoulders. Additionally, it is also found that the
microcrack started from the shoulder of the similar pitting defect.
These cracks are likely to emanate from the pits/defects. According
to the Kondo criteria, the SCC initiation occurred when the pit
depth was greater than a threshold depth [14,39,40]. Connolly
et al. [19] considered that the threshold pit depth was approxi-
mately 150–200 lm for the applied stress of about 50% r0.2. In
the experiment, the applied stress was lower than 50% r0.2. In the-
ory, the threshold pit depth should be larger at the stress level for
SCC initiation. In fact, the pit depth was only dozens of microme-
ters under the ultra-low elastic load. As a result, the pit depth is
not the deterministic factor causing the early-stage SCC initiation.
Turnbull and Connolly et al. [18,19] referred to the pit growth-in-
duced dynamic plastic strain as a possible factor determining the
transition from pitting to SCC, when the stress around pits ex-
ceeded the yield strength. In this work, the FE analysis indicates
that the stress and strain are linear under the ultra-low elastic load.
From the stress point, a SCC crack is capable of nucleating when
the local stress, rI, is equal to or greater than a critical value, rISCC:

rI P rISCC ð5Þ

Alyousif and Nishimura [49] systematically investigated the ef-
fect of the applied stress on SCC of austenitic SS in boiling MgCl2

solutions, finding that rISCC was in the 100–200 MPa range. Simu-
lation results of this paper show that there was the stress and
strain concentration on the plate sample surface without the pit
and the maximum normal stress was 42.8 MPa at the mid-thick-
ness. At this stress level, the SCC crack nucleation event is difficult
to occur. However, when the pit was embedded into the surface
parallel to the sample thickness direction, the peak value could
be up to 125.2 MPa, almost equal to rISCC. The pit length was
0.18 mm along the sample thickness direction, matching the
experimental observation of about 0.1 mm. Consequently, it is nec-
essary for the cracks and the microcrack to originate from the pits/
defects at the early stages of SCC under the ultra-low elastic load.
Which sites of the pits/defects do the early-stage SCC cracks
start from? In this study, the through cracks divided the pits into
two parts, while the microcrack initiated at the defect shoulder,
rather than at the defect bottom. This phenomenon coincides with
the finding that most of the SCC cracks nucleated near the pit
shoulder [15,18,19]. Further, the FE analysis indicates that both
the normal stress and strain simultaneously concentrated at the
pit shoulder, not at the pit bottom. As a result, the shoulders of
the pits/defects should be the preferential initiation sites of the
cracks and the microcrack at the early stages of SCC. Besides, it is
possible for some cracks to start at the pit/defect bottom. Since
the normal stress was low at the pit bottom, it is considered that
the localized variation in solution chemistry may play a critical role
in the nucleation of these cracks.

In short, on the plate specimen surfaces without the defects,
pitting precedes SCC at the ultra-low stress levels. The whole
process is described as follows: Under an ultra-low load, macro-
scopic stress and strain concentration together with local activa-
tion induces a pit to initiate near the mid-thickness, or at the
edge of a surface parallel to the sample thickness direction.
The mid-thickness pit is shown in Fig. 11(a). Once the pit nu-
cleus forms, both concentration points of the normal stress and
the normal strain transfer to the pit shoulder. This produces a
high anodic dissolution rate at the pit shoulder and leads to
the formation of the pit with the large length along the sample
thickness direction in Fig. 11(b). Then, with the pit enlarging, the
normal stress and strain gradually increase at the pit shoulders.
When the local stress is equal to or greater than rISCC, an early-
stage SCC crack can emanate from the pit. The preferential SCC
nucleation site is the pit shoulder, as shown in Fig. 11(c). In
the industry, pits also first form and then SCC cracks initiate
from the pits/defects due to the low allowable stress. As a con-
sequence, the prevention of pitting is the first step to prolong
service life at the low stress levels. The limitation of the research
is that a few chemical factors, such as pH, are not considered,
and the effect of the high load on the transition from pit to crack
needs to be investigated.
5. Conclusions

(1) The FE analysis shows that the normal stress and strain at
the sample mid-thickness were slightly higher than at the
edge of the plate sample surface without the pit. When the
pit was embedded into the mid-thickness, or the edge of
the sample surface, both the normal stress and strain con-
centration appeared at the shoulder of the mid-thickness
pit, or the edge pit. Keeping the applied stress constant, it
was also found that the normal stress and strain at the pit
shoulder gradually increased with the larger pit.

(2) The pits initiated near the mid-thickness and at the edges of
the sample surfaces parallel to the thickness direction,
which was possibly induced by the coupling effect of the
macroscopic stress and strain concentration together with
the local activation.

(3) The length of most pits was larger along the thickness direc-
tion than other directions. The phenomenon may result from
the normal stress and strain concentration at the pit
shoulders.

(4) The early-stage SCC cracks were related with their corre-
sponding pits/defects. On account of the ultra-low applied
stress, it is necessary for the SCC cracks to emanate from
the pits/defects on the plate specimen surfaces parallel to
the sample thickness direction. In addition, the preferential
nucleation event should occur at the shoulders, and not at
the bottom of the pits/defects.
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